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EC 4020 – World Economy 

Tutorials – Student Presentations  
Weeks 2, 4, 6, 9 and 11 (where 7 is reading week) 
•  Tuesday at 9am – Room 2041B 
•  Thursday at 3pm – Room Maxwells (Hamilton)  
You will be assigned a tutorial time (let me know 
immediately if you have a clash) 
You will then be assigned a team of 3 and a question 

 

Your assigned question will emerge over the semester 
(in plenty of time for you to prepare).  



EC 4020 – World Economy 

How do you want me to handle the double 
lecture?  
 
Vote here: http://etc.ch/Tgay  
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A timeline of the World Economy 

1950 1973 

Historical Highlight: Golden Age of Capitalism 
 

Economic Philosophy: Embedded Liberalism 
 

International Monetary System: Bretton Woods 

1973 1979 

Historical Highlight: Oil Shocks and Stagflation 
 

Economic Philosophy: Embedded Liberalism 
 

International Monetary System: Bretton Woods 



A timeline of the World Economy 

1980 2008 

Historical Highlight: Rise of the second wave of Globalization/  
                                   Great Moderation 
 

Economic Philosophy: Neolibralism 
                                       Reaganomics (‘80s) / Washington Consensus (‘90s)  
                                        

International Monetary System: International Coordination 

2008 ?? 

Historical Highlight: The Great Recession 
 

Economic Philosophy: ??  
 

International Monetary System: ?? 
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1943: Trade at Height of World War 2 



Effect of the War on trade flows (1938-1943/4) 

•  American/Canadian exports: +300% 
•  UK exports: - 67% 
•  Continental European: -50% (rerouted by Germany) 
•  Africa: mixed effects 

•  Rises in exports in Liberia (rubber), Congo (minerals) 
•  Collapses in Uganda, French controlled Morocco/

Madagascar (e.g. palm oil) 
•  Recovery: by 1949 world returned to 1938 trade levels 



Post War Direction 
•  Western Europe/North America: Greater openness 
•  War created winners around the world that sought to 

protect their rents post war 
•  War meant in Latin America domestic industry was 

protected (imports from Europe/US collapsed) 
•  Government protections were sought after the War 
•  Latin America shifted towards import substitution policies 
•  Licensing of trade flows emerged in India, Africa to 

protect new commercial elites 



Decolonisation 
•  Decolonisation led to economic disintegration, inward 

looking policies by developing countries.  
•  Assertion of independence.  
•  Recent experience of reliance on export markets 

dangerous (especially for countries specialised in small 
number of commodities).  

•  New currencies, a barrier to trade. 
•  19thC experience: Imposition of free trade while many 

colonial powers retained protectionist policies (not UK).  
•  Intellectual support from UN Economic Commission for 

Latin American (ECLA) for quantitative barriers and high 
tariffs.    



The colonies before independence (1945)  

•  To say the immediate postwar years were characterised by growing 
liberalisation ignores the experience of the majority of mankind.  



Division of Europe 
•  Soviet bloc: Force for economic 

disintegration as by definition 
hostile to free markets for goods 
and FofP. 

•  Breakdown of traditional European 
division of labour between east and 
west. 



Marshall Plan  
•  US provided $13bn over 4 years 
•  Divided up on basis of each countries’ USD deficits (import 

financing) 
•  Conditional financial support 

•  Pro-market reforms (free prices, under control deficits, structural reforms) 
•  Regional cooperation 
•  Exclusion of communist parties from government 

 
Short video chip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YAGLRG7V8HA 

Short video clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wEdyQM6B9y4  



A.  The Golden Age of Capitalism 



It goes beyond post-war recovery 

Source: Crafts-Toniolo 
 



Historical Growth: Golden Era 

Source: Crafts-Toniolo 
 



Real Income Per-Capita (US=100) 

Data: Maddison 2011 
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Observations 
•  North America and Australia showed a much less 

deviation from the long run trend of circa (1.8% growth).  
•  Initially poorer countries caught up.  
•  Triumph of full employment 
•  Ireland/Spain/Portugal unusually poorly in 1950s as 

they were late to the party:  
•  Ireland opened up in 1958 (commitment to openness) 
•  Portugal in 1960 (joined Bretton Woods system) 



Growth and Convergence 
Real income per-capita (Western Europe,12 countries) 
 
 
Mean: 
 
 
 
Coefficient of variation: 

Data: Maddison 2011 

1950: 4,776 Int. $ 
 
1973: 11,313 Int. $ 

1950: 0.41 
 
1973: 0.25 



Explanations for the European Golden Era 
•  Traditional 

•  Solow model: Proximate source of growth – TFP growth (technology transfer, 
postwar reconstruction and structural change).  

•  Eurosclerosis (annihilation of interest groups) 
•  Demand stabilisation  
•  Export-led growth (export demand, higher I, higher productivity/ 

competitiveness, more export opportunities) 

•  New growth theory/empirical evidence critical of explanations 
•  Externalities to investment 
•  Accumulation in skills and stock of knowledge (augmented Solow) 
•  Conditional convergence (local rather than global) 
•  Conditions for ‘catch up’ when trade and knowledge barriers removed 
•  Successful macroeconomic management 
•  Importance of ‘social capability’  



Key factors 
-  Legacy from the 1930s:  
     human capital accumulation > physical capital accumulation   
    
Supply skilled labor force for technological catch-up after WWII  

-  Environment favorable to investments: 
•  Commitment of monetary policy to low interest rates and exchange 

rate volatility 

•  Wage moderation, key to translate productivity growth into higher 
investment; possible because: 
o  Expectations of higher future living standards 
o  Employers’ credible commitment to use profits for further investments 
o  Government’s commitment to welfare state and low unemployment 



Western Policy: Embedded Liberalism 

Multilateral and pro-trade policies in industrialized  
countries 
 
State intervention and focus on domestic welfare 
 



Embedded Liberalism and Golden Age 

Technological 
progress from 
catching-up 

Workers accept wage 
moderation 

State guarantees 
welfare and macro-

stability  

Entrepreneurs 
guarantee investments  

Pro-trade 



Steps towards free trade by Western powers 
•  While the International Trade Organisation did not get off the ground, 23 

nations signed the General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade in 1947.  
•  Non-discrimination  
•  Outlawed quotas (exceptions for agri and fisheries or balance of payment 

crisis). 
•  Pro-development aspect: 

Ø  LDCs can maintain tariff flexibility for industrial policy. 
Ø  Developed countries do not expect reciprocity and commit to reduction of barriers 

in sectors of interest to LDCs (latter commitment not fulfilled). 
•  Some impact: US average tariff fell by 35% 

•  GATT process revisited by Kennedy in the 1960s. 
•  European Payments Union (EPU): Helped trade in an era of 

inconvertible currencies in 1950s. 
•  Establishment of European Economic Community (1957) led to 

abolishing of tariffs by 1968.    

 



Trade Policy Divergence 
•  Tariffs in rest of the world continued to rise 

•  British India/Pakistan average manufacturing goods 
tariffs: 
Ø  1913: < 5% 
Ø  1925: 16% 
Ø  Early 1960s: 90% 

•  By 1980 overall picture of trade liberalisation was 
disappointing. 
•  Only a quarter of the worlds population lived in open 

economies 



The Bretton Woods System 



Multilateral Institutions created  

•  International Monetary Fund 

•  International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
(then World Bank) 

•  International Trade Organization (not ratified by the US; 
replaced by GATT and then WTO) 



Keynes vs. White  
•  Keynes: 

o  Flexible exchange rates and trade restrictions to reconcile full 
employment with payments balance 

o  Clearing Union for extensive balance of payments financing (i.e. US 
should allow total drawing of $23 billion to finance the surplus it had in 
the ‘30s). Surplus and Deficit countries should bear same 
responsibility to restore imbalances 

•  White: 
o  Free trade and fixed exchange rates superintend by an international 

institution 
o  No capital controls 
o  Total drawing rights to $5bn and US obbligation $2bn 

 



Inspiring principles inherited from interwar 
period  
 
•  Need of independent monetary policy to stabilize the 

economy 

•  Fixed exchange rates key to favour trade 



New International Monetary System: 

•  US Dollar pegged to gold for $35 per ounce 

•  Pegged exchange rates, but adjustable under specific 
circumstances – i.e. fundamental disequilibrium  

•  Capital controls permitted (to protect currencies from 
destabilising capital flows) 

•  Surveillance role of IMF to monitor and finance 
countries at risk of BoP crisis (Quotas $8.8 bn with US 
obligation to $2.75 bn, close to White plan) 
•  The less financing the greater need for ER flexibility 



How it worked in practice 

•  Rare adjustments: “Fundamental Disequilibrium” not well 
defined and procedure to adjust would trigger market 
pressures (24 hours notice needed for consideration) 

•  IMF surveillance blunt teeth because of scarce resources  

•  Capital controls quite effective: 
•  Capped interest rates 
•  Restrictions on assets for banks’ investments 
•  Financial market regulated to channel investments into strategic 

sectors 
•  Import license 



Capital controls were a key element 
Under the gold standard if a country runs a CA deficit: 
 

•  It increases interest rates 

•  This decreases the level of activity in the economy and 
depresses demand 

•  Lower demand of imports is achieved, but at the 
expense of higher unemployment and lower growth 

Under embedded liberalism this was not acceptable, 
countries committed to full employment and growth 

Capital controls needed to avoid BoP crisis 



Intrinsic problems of the system 

•  Not much adjustment in exchange rates 
 
•  Sustainability relied on the effectiveness of capital 

controls 

•  Triffin Paradox  



Breaching capital controls 
•  1958 Convertibility of the current account of European 

Countries with the end of EPU 

•  Growth of multilateral corporations 

•  Eurocurrency markets (London based banks started 
accepting dollar deposits bidding away American banks 
restrained by interest rate cap) 

•  Less severe restrictions on banks’ investments 



Triffin Paradox 
•  US$ serves as international reserve currency 

•  Foreign nations wish to hold it (US$ as good as gold) 

•  Combined with rapid expansion of economic activity, this 
would lead to more and more dollars in circulation 

•  By 1960 US foreign liabilities exceeded US gold reserves 

•  Credibility of link to gold would destablise US$ 

•  Need for new reserve currency 



Developing countries 
•  Members of the Bretton Woods system 

•  Many maintained pegged exchange rates for long 
periods behind trade restrictions and capital controls. 

•  Subject to severe balance of payment shocks. 
•  Devalued more frequency than industrial nations. 
•  Demanded greater resource allocation with the system, 

efforts to increase reserves became bound up with issue 
of distribution. 



The fall of the system 
•  Dollar decline in 1960s (Vietnam War, inflationary pressures) 

•  Array of devices Kennedy/Johnson resorted to protect US$ value, short term effects 
•  Not prepared to contemplate diminishing US$ reserve-currency role 
 

•  1968 collapse of the London Gold Pool 
•  March 14 US request UK to keep gold market closed.  

•  1971 Nixon suspends the convertibility of the dollar to gold. Smithsonian 
Agreement new exchange rates and gold-dollar parity 

•  Gold continued to spike in free markets. 10% USD devaluation 
announced in 1973; then Japan and European countries float their 
exchange rates to the dollar 

•  1978 Second Amendment to the Article of Agreements legalized floating 
and eliminated the special role of gold.  



End of the European Golden Period 
•  Europe: Average annual growth rates of GDP fell to 

2.6% (1973-79) and 2% (1979-90). 
•  Business investment rates declined by 3 percentage 

points. 
•  Productivity declines to more normal levels 
•  Industrial unrest spread, wage explosions 
•  Macroeconomic instability with floating exchange rates, 

inflation in weaker economies 
•  End of Bretton Woods system (1971) 
•  First oil price shock (1973) 
•  Reversion to normal long run growth rates 



B.  The Turbulence of the 1970s 



New exchange rate patterns 



New exchange rate patterns 



All this was happening when… 

Source: Barsky and 
Killian (2000) 



Inflation spiked 

Source: Barsky and 
Killian (2000) 



New role of monetary policy 
•  Previously the purpose of monetary policy was to 

stabilize the exchange rate 

•  As soon as exchange rates where allowed to float, it 
was no longer constrained to that 

•  It was used by policymakers to finance budget deficits 
and oil imports 



And then the 1980s: 

•  Regan/Thatcher 
•  Interest rates used to 

lower inflation. 
•  Neo-liberalism 

economics began to 
dominate.   



Fast forward to today:  



Post Great Recession 
Decrease in potential output: Eurozone 
 
 

Summers – VoxEU Secular Stagnation 
 



Post Great Recession 
Decrease in potential output: US 
 
 

Summers – VoxEU Secular Stagnation 
 



Dynamics of low growth 
Long run potential growth rate falling 
Why US potential growth will be lower? Four structural 
headwinds will knock off 1.2% from 1891-2007 growth rate 
(Gordon) 
•  Demography 
•  Education 
•  Inequality 
•  Public Debt 
 
Question marks over whether technology will deliver 
productivity growth  



Dynamics of low growth 
Growth low because below potential (Aggregate 
Demand) 
•  Balance sheet recessions (like Ireland and Spain). 
•  Firms/HHs rationally reduce demand. 
•  If new savings fail to find new investment opportunities, 

GDP fall and Keynes paradox of thrift can worsen 
balance sheets. 

•  Demand stimulation necessary if FERIR has fallen to 
negative two or three percent. 

 



Dynamics of low growth 
One-off supply side damage, no change in growth 
•  Coined Eurosclerosis, hysteresis a European problem 
•  US: Half of decline in labour force participation comes 

from aging and other half from declining participating 
with age groups 

 

Secular Stagnation: Facts, Causes, and Cures

8

Figure 1 Employment rate, ages 25-54, US and France
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Employment rate, aged 25-54,
all persons for France 

Employment rate, aged 25-54, 
all persons for the US 

Source: FRED online database, http://research.stlouisfed.org/

Indeed, the left panel of Figure 2 shows that the US is an outlier among the four largest 

economies (US, China, Japan, and Germany) and the Eurozone (EZ). The data show 

the clear secular decline for the US, with US participation now by far the lowest among 

the world’s four largest individual economies (although it is similar to the Eurozone’s 

overall average). More than one in five prime-aged American men are without a job.

Figure 2 Labour force participation rate of men aged 15-64, 1990 – 2012.
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Notes: The figure focuses on prime-aged males to avoid issues regarding changes in the societal views on child-care 
governing female labour supply and issues regarding the take-up of education and retirement.

Source: World Bank online database, series SL.TLF.ACTI.MA.ZS. 



Secular Stagnation 

    Alvin Hanson                                                     Larry Summers 



What is secular stagnation? 
•  The real interest rate of equilibrium that equates 

savings and investment is not reached. 

•  Real interest rate of equilibrium: 
  

•  The rate that equates savings and investments at full employment 
(and does not accelerate inflation). 

•  Why isn’t equilibrium reached? 
•  Because the real interest rate of equilibrium is too low and the 

“Zero” Lower Bound (ZLB) on nominal interest rates is binding. 



Real Interest Rates 
Fallen to -1% since the Lehman collapse 

Introduction

9

The right panel of the chart shows the same figures for European countries hit severely 

by the Crisis. Here again, the US ratchet pattern is missing, with Italy being perhaps 

the exception. Spain, Portugal, Greece, and Ireland experienced recession-linked dips 

in labour force participation, but these are not particularly marked compared to the 

early 1990s recession, though a particularly high share of labour is unemployed in both 

Spain and Greece. Given the importance of employment rates in the SecStag debate, 

this striking transatlantic difference surely deserves further attention. 

2	 Low	real	interest	rates:	Why	they	matter	and	why	they	
fell

Krugman’s chapter shows that the US real interest rates averaged over peak-to-peak 

business cycles dropped from 5% in the 1980s, to 2% in the 1990s, and to just 1% in 

the 2000s. Since the Lehman collapse, they have averaged about -1%. Figure 3 shows 

the long-run decline in the US and the recent decline in the Eurozone, as well as their 

connection to inflation. 

Figure 3 Real interest rates in the US and the Eurozone
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Note: The US chart depicts both the real interest rate calculated as the difference between overnight interest rate and inflation 
and the rate for 30-year inflation-linked bonds. The latter is less sensitive to business cycle fluctuations and therefore 
provides a cleaner picture of the decline.

Source: ECB and Bloomberg.



Why low interest rates matter 
•  If real rates are low in normal times, adverse 

macroeconomic shocks are more likely to require 
negative real rates to restore full employment 
investment savings balance.  
•  This undermines monetary policy.  

•  Low nominal and real rates undermine financial 
stability.  
•  Increase risk-taking as investors reach for yield. 
•  Promote irresponsible lending as bank have free cash. 
•  Make ponzi financial structures more attractive as 

interest rates look low relative to expected growth rates.  



Why real interest rates have fallen 
•  Increase in supply of loanable funds 

•  Demography and older savings (required savings increased from 
two times GDP in 1970 to 3.75 times GDP in 2010 for Germany). 

•  Demand for loanable funds 
•  IT sector has low demand for borrowing (made up 25% of 

capitalisation of top 100 firms in 2014). 

•  Relative demand for save assets 
•  Reduction in supply as governments became risky. 
•  Safety preferences increased (pension funds, banks and insurance 

companies forced by regulators to increase their holding of safe 
assets). 



Why does missing the FERIR matter? 

•  There is an excess of savings which remain unutilised 

•  The potential output of the economy declines, so 
sluggish growth  

•  Full employment cannot be reached 

•  Impossible Trinity: we can’t simultaneously have 1) full 
employment, 2) satisfactory growth, 3) financial stability 



Financial stability 
•  When real rate, r falls to values close to economy’s growth 

rate, g, asset prices start to explode in a ‘rational’ way. 
•  Buying bubbly assets with the intention of selling them at a 

later date in an alternative route for saving for future 
consumption 

•  China: Vacant apartments in Shanghai: g is high and r is low 
– rational bubbles.  

Need for macro prudential regulation  
(are we good enough at this yet?).  

 



Any evidence of secular stagnation? 
Decrease of real interest rate over the business cycle 
 
 

Krugman – VoxEU Secular Stagnation 
 



Any evidence of secular stagnation? 
Decrease of natural (RERIR) interest rate 
 
 

Summers – VoxEU Secular Stagnation 



What are the causes of secular stagnation? 
Structural factors:  
 

•  Demographic patterns: ageing population, shrinking workforce - 
higher savings and lower investments 

•  Inequality: higher share of income to those with lower propensity 
to spend 

•  Deleveraging: need to decrease debt so lower possibility to invest 

•  Lower priced capital goods: less savings to reach investment 
targets 

•  Determinants of companies’ market value and role of IT & 
branding: Snapchat has more market value than Sony, but little 
capital needed 



What are the causes of secular stagnation? 
Debated (and in some case debatable) issues 
 

•  Higher savings from China  

•  Low technology innovation and end of truly revolutionary 
discoveries 

•  Austerity that decreases public investment 

•  Lower expectations 

The last two should be seen more as reinforcing mechanisms 



How can we get out of secular stagnation? 
Basic consideration: 
 

•  Monetary policy hardly effective at the lower bound 
 

Directions  
 

•  Higher investments needed, especially those that guarantee 
good returns and long-term growth (education, public 
infrastructure, technology) 

•  Working age immigration (invest in their future, producers 
and consumers) 

•  New generation of discoveries coming? (robotics, genetics, 
neuroscience, etc.) 



What does this all mean for you?  

In two of these countries – the 
US and Italy - disposable 
incomes for millennials 
scarcely higher in real terms 
that 30 yeas ago.  
Broad based income growth 
for generation of golden era 
for Europeans, 1987-2007 for 
Ireland, may not be repeated 
for your (our) generation! 



See you next week! 


